EXCELLENT ENDOSCOPY, INC. 2 YEAR WARRANTY

EXCELLENT ENDOSCOPY, INC. WARRANTS that the enclosed product(s) will conform to the description herein described and will be free from defects in materials and workmanship under normal use & service for a period of TWO (2) YEARS FROM DATE OF PURCHASE.

The second year warranty is offered provided that the scope is sent in to Excellent Endoscopy, Inc. for preventative maintenance and required repairs at the end of the first year of ownership.

Electronics and Fluid Invasion: Other than the fluid invasion and the resulting electronic issues listed below, video scope electronic components are warranted against defects in materials and workmanship for twelve (12) months. Xenon and Halogen light bulbs are not covered by any warranty.
NOTE: Endoscope fiber optic image and light guides, endoscope lens systems, electronic video endoscope components, such as ccd cameras, “chips,” and the electronic systems they are part of, are all extremely sensitive to moisture and fluid invasion. Therefore, it is the specific responsibility of the owner of this endoscope to leak test it regularly and thoroughly for leaks to detect and prevent fluid invasion. Damage to the electronics caused by fluid invasion or moisture is not covered under this warranty. In the event of damage to the image or electronics caused by fluid invasion, Excellent Endoscopy will use its skills and attempt to restore the image and repair the scope to proper functionality, if requested.

Wear and Tear: Worn bending rubbers, angulation adjustments, trauma, damage and buckles to the insertion & light guide tubes are considered wear & tear and are not covered by any warranty.

In the discharge of this warranty, the sole obligation of Excellent Endoscopy, Inc., and the sole remedy of the customer shall be limited, at the option of Excellent Endoscopy Inc., to the repair, replacement or adjustment of the products(s) by Excellent Endoscopy, Inc. with shipping charges to and from our service facility being paid by the customer.

Excluded from this warranty and not warranted in any fashion, either expressed or implied are: accessories to products, products which have been altered by the customer or another repair party, products that have been changed or tampered with by persons not expressly authorized by Excellent Endoscopy, Inc., in writing, and defects or damage or unusual wear and tear to products resulting from misuse, negligence, improper storage, mishandling, or fluid invasion.
There are no warranties given or made by Excellent Endoscopy, Inc., expressed or implied, of merchantability, fitness for purpose, or otherwise, which extend beyond the face hereof.

Excellent Endoscopy, Inc. reserves the right to substitute components or make design changes on the products it sells without any liability to incorporate said changes to products previously designed or sold.

In no event shall Excellent Endoscopy, Inc. be liable for any loss, inconvenience or damage, whether direct, incidental, consequential or otherwise resulting from breach of any warranty, and Excellent Endoscopy, Inc’s obligation, in case of breach of this warranty shall be limited to repair or replacement as set forth herein.

This warranty is exclusively for the benefit of the original Excellent Endoscopy, Inc. customer and owner and cannot be transferred or assigned by the customer without written permission for Excellent Endoscopy, Inc.